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Introduction. Previous analyses of PV altimetry [ l l  have revealed that Venus is 
apparently devoid of landforms analogous to the present-day plate boundary features on Earth [2]. 
The absence of such features does not necessarily rule out a terrestrial style of plate recycling on 
Venus, however; differences in the surface conditions of the planets could signiflcantly influence 
the preservation and topographic expression of tectonic and volcanic landforms [31. The linear 
extent of the equatorial highlands, elongate planitia and the steep-sided chasmata indicate an 
underlying tectonic control to these topographic features [41. Studies of local regions covered by 
Earth-based radar data have presented evidence for extensional [51 as well as compressional 161 
deformation associated with the highland margins and chasmata, but it has remained unclear as 
to whether or not these zones of deformation are related to global-scale plate recycling. In this 
study we have used PV topography and regional slope data [71 to examine the distribution and 
orientation of large-scale topographic features on Venus and explore their structural implications. 

Circular features. Circular and elliptical features, detected as discrete variations in large-scale 
regional slope, are distributed throughout the plains provinces of Venus as shown in Figure lb. 
They range in diameter from -200 km to over 2000 km, and the flanks of these features express 
a variety of regional slope values, but most typically range between 0.1" and 0.3". Some circular 
features correlate with "corona" structures revealed in the Venera 15 and 16 radar data [81 north 
of Beta RRgio. Features with similar radar properties have been detected in Earth-based radar 
data covering local areas east of Beta Regio [91 and appear to be of internal origin. Several other 
circular features shown in Figure lb,  such as Hathor Mons, have radar and topographic 
characteristics which imply a volcanic origin [lo]. Many features with similar regional slope 
characteristics are concentrated within elongate belts of rugged plains; others are associated with 
the boundaries of the elongate zones of relatively smooth plains discussed below. 

Linear variations within the phins. Variations in the distribution of regional slope features 
are not as dramatic on Venus as on Earth. There are, nonetheless, broad, distinct variations in the 
concentrations of 0.1 - 0.2" features within the Venus plains associated with systematic linear 
variations in broad-scale topography. Topographically, these linear trends are most conspicuous 
when the PV altimetry is averaged over 5 - 10" regions. In some cases these trends are 
recognizable in PV radar roughness images. Furthermore, the orientation and occurrence of 
trends east of Beta and Phoebe Regiones coinside with linear variations in radar brightness 
detected in earth-based data [91. These trends extend for distances of over 20,000 km and serve 
to divide the surface of Venus into belt-like zones of relatively smooth or rugged terrain. The 
more prominent belts are depicted schematically in Figure lc. The boundaries of these belts are, 
in places difficult to trace and small irregularities in width and variations in orientation of these 
belts are noticed; nevertheless, these linear trends in regional slope can be traced for thousands of 
kilometers with little or no apparent offset. Extensive linear trends within the highlands formed 
by Aphrodite Terra and Beta Regio have been recognized previously [ I l l  and compelling evidence 
for these zones being the sites of lithospheric weakness and volcanic activity has been presented 
by numerous investigators [4, 5, 111. The variations in regional slope properties and large-scale 
topography reveal that these NE and NW linear trends are also expressed in the orientation and 
distribution of topographic features throughout the lowlands and upland rolling plains. These belts 
and numerous other linear trends aligned with them form a subtle but globally-pervasive fabric to 
the topography of Venus. 

Conclusions. The linear nature and extent of these trends strongly imply an  underlying 
tectonic control to this topography. Furthermore, the topography within central Aphrodite 
appears to be affected by the intersection with these terrain belts (alignment of steep topography 
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within Ovda Regio, the northeastward trend of Diana Chasma, the inflections in the highland 
boundaries near these intersections and the continuation of highland margin trends as linear zones 
of rugged terrain extending into the plains). The global pervasiveness, consistency in orientation 
and the lack of apparent offsets in this topographic fabric suggest that deformation on Venus is 
unlike that associated with the mosaic of laterally moving and recycling plates on Earth. Instead, 
vertical movement -- perhaps accompanied by limited lateral motion -- along globally extensive 
zones of weakness may be more characteristic of the Venus lithosphere. 
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